
  

nry, 2024 

eon it4nv4oner 

Abe Sales is a leading owning ad dist button company for ingredients in Futto Hico with over 4 years in the market. The 
om pat operates warhorses in Cato aml My.ague, It distributes ad matures sweeteners, starches, salt«, flours, rut 
sett« at other phm etc al, food, ad beverage Ingredient 

e «pole in pc#gr distributing the Dulce Cad.band and offer pooe Label mama tuning services for var@ 
lents serving wholesalers aml retalens. Additionally we proudly epot products to the Cbben ad the main/d t/rited 
ates 

London Coltfg Group has avid us on process improvement projects over the past few yeas, demonstrating deep 
loledge of the lurto e an market ad our otgamatt's needs 

fro September 202to [mu y 2024,we undertook the Development of pt Warehouse (DH) for Able Sales project, 
entrahung hstonoa am current information from ntormaion stems. The most sgmite ant results nlude 

+ Development of 1$ dta tables 
treated8 dtextraction, transformation, and loading pro«es um QL Stored Procedures 
programming of 6 Offerings with their Sde dale Refresh in Orate Ce 
Programmtg of ldaetracon, transformation, and load flows to te tables using Python 
Scheduling of automatic update processes using $QL Serve 104¢ ad Widows Task Scheduler for Python script 
uto 
Development oadata dictionary and catalog ncludug equivalences of historical and ewor current data sources 
Technical documentation of the D4hi, dimensions, sources, poses, amt schedules 

Other Impacts 

Sadanhutvon and centrahaion of data 
Standard.ton of terminology lor DWI4 tble development 
lrtuton of rephoton of reports from the AP0system 
Automate pting and evaluation of project Cree4W0. 

The procthus concluded successfully, thanks to the professional work of beth Able Sales staff and London Consulting Group 
[gad The qat.atoe ad quantitative impacts are noticeable, proving rehable sure of information tor the comp 

Therefore,we are pleased to recommend London Consulting Group a professional ad corittel fm tht contribute to 
cutuna«huge ad implements solutions hand in hand to capt.ale on shortterm results 

45.L 
Luis Sil.a 
President 



 

ABLE SALES COMPANY, INC. 

November 30, 2023 

To whom it may concern, 

Able Sales is a leading sourcing and distribution company for ingredients in Puerto Rico with over 45 years in the market. The 
company operates six warehouses in Caguas, Cata\o, and Guaynabo. It serves as a distributor and manufacturer of sweeteners, 
starches, salts, flours, fruit concentrates, and other pharmaceutical, food, and beverage ingredients. 

They specialize in packaging and distributing the "Dulce Cana" brand and offer private-label manufacturing services for various 
clients, serving wholesalers, retailers, and retails. Additionally, they proudly export products to the Caribbean and the United 
States, 

London Consulting Group has advised us over the past few years on process improvement projects, demonstrating deep 
knowledge of the Puerto Rican market and our organization's needs. 

During the months of June to November 2023, we executed the "Cre-C" project in the sweeteners plant, achieving positive 
results, including: 

14%increase in production program attainment. 
+ 20% increase in monthly volume production (boxes]. 

34% increase in productivity (boxes per employee per hour)]. 
• 15%improvement in OEE (Overall Equipment Efficiency) 

69% reduction in average waste. 
33% reduction in employee headcount 
25% improvement in finished product inventory, achieving better inventory mix and higher availability. 

Other qualitative benefits include: 
100% compliance in the implementation of the Active Supervision and Floor Control System. 
Implementation of the ZEO MES system with loT devices for real-time monitoring of machine status and reasons for 
stops. 
Implementation of 11 mobile tools for manufacturing management, using Microsoft's Power Apps and Power Platform. 

+ Development of Business Intelligence with 9 dashboards for tracking and analyzing information on the Microsoft Power 
BI platform. 
Implementation of the performance governance model through tracking and feedback forums at all levels of the 
organization. 

The project concluded successfully within the agreed timeframe, generating a YTD return on investment of 0.4 to 1 and a 
projected 12-month ROI of 1.84 to 1. Furthermore, we developed organizational strategies to increase the adherence to the new 
tools and systems, which proved to be instrumental in achieving these results. 

Therefore, we are pleased to recommend London Consulting Group as a professional and committed firm with cutting-edge 
methodology to bring the transformation process to fruition. We have decided to continue their support for a second phase 
covering the rest of the Production lines. 

kiEl 
President 


